Abstract. In this work, we present the first results of an ongoing survey to search for planetary nebulae (PNe) around hot subdwarf stars (sdOs). Deep images and intermediate-resolution longslit spectra of RWT 152, the only confirmed PN+sdO system in the northern hemisphere, as well as preliminary results for other sdO+PN candidate are presented.
Introduction
Hot subdwarf O stars (hereafter sdOs) are blue low-mass stars evolving towards the white dwarf phase, although their origin is still unknown. Investigating the association of sdOs with planetary nebulae (PNe) is essential to confirm a post-AGB origin or to favour other progenitors. To date, only four sdOs associated with a PN are known (Drilling 1983; Heber & Drilling 1984; Pritchet 1984) , but are they the rule or the exception? Searches for PN around sdOs were carried out using long-slit spectroscopy and direct images (Méndez et al. 1988; Kwitter et al. 1989 ) but, unfortunately, these surveys presented some shortcomings regarding the used instrumentation and the small number of observed objects. A more complete survey should be carried out based on deeper images with a larger FoV of a large number of sdOs, and on spectroscopy of the detected extended emission.
We are involved in a survey to search for PNe around sdOs by means of deep images and intermediate-resolution spectroscopy. The results of this survey could contribute significantly to our understanding of the origin and evolution of these puzzling stars.
Observations and Results
Since July 2010, we have already carried out five observational campaigns for this survey: two with WFC at the Isaac Newton Telescope on Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (La Palma), and three with CAFOS at the 2.2m telescope on Calar Alto Observatory (Almería). The layout of the observations has been to obtain deep narrow-band confirm the PN nature of the nebulae. In order to obtain statistically significant results, we aim to observe both the northern and southern candidate samples.
Among other objects, we observed RWT 152, the only known PN+sdO system in the northern hemisphere. The [O iii] image (Fig. 1) shows a non spherical nebula with a size of ≃ 17 ′′ ×21 ′′ oriented at position angle ≃ 40
• . In Hα (not shown here) the nebula presents a similar appearance to this in [O iii]. The nebular spectrum (Fig. 1) shows Hα, Hβ and [O iii]λλ4959,5007 line emissions. The [O iii]/Hβ line intensity ratio is ≃ 8, a value that is typical of PNe. We analyzed the spectrum of the central using Husfeld et al. (1989) models (kindly provided to us by the authors). Preliminary results for its atmospheric parameters are: T eff ≃ 46000 K and log(g) ≃ 4.3, that are similar to those obtained by Ebbets & Savage (1982) and Chromey (1980) . We also detected a new PN candidate around the sdO J19311+4324 (not shown here). Hα and traces of Hβ and [O iii] emissions are observed in the nebular spectrum but deeper exposures and/or larger telescopes are required to analyze the nebular properties. We plan to continue our program to dilucidate whether sdOs are commonly associated to PNe.
